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Abstract—In wireless networks, location distinction aims to detect location changes or facilitate authentication of wireless users.

To achieve location distinction, recent research has focused on investigating the spatial uncorrelation property of wireless channels.

Specifically, differences in wireless channel characteristics are used to distinguish locations or identify location changes. However,

we discover a new attack against all existing location distinction approaches that are built on the spatial uncorrelation property of

wireless channels. In such an attack, the adversary can easily hide her location changes or impersonate movements by injecting fake

wireless channel characteristics into a target receiver. To defend against this attack, we propose a detection technique that utilizes an

auxiliary receiver or antenna to identify these fake channel characteristics. We also discuss such attacks and corresponding defenses

in OFDM systems. Experimental results on our USRP-based prototype show that the discovered attack can craft any desired channel

characteristic with a successful probability of 95.0 percent to defeat spatial uncorrelation based location distinction schemes and

our novel detection method achieves a detection rate higher than 91.2 percent while maintaining a very low false alarm rate.

Index Terms—Channel impulse response, multipath, security, MIMO, OFDM

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

LOCATION distinction in wireless networks aims to detect
a wireless user’s location change, movement or facilitate

location-based authentication. Enforcing location distinction
is important for many wireless applications [1], [2]. For
example,

� Wireless sensor networks are usually utilized to
monitor a target area by sensing the physical or envi-
ronmental conditions (e.g., temperature, sound, and
pressure). Administrators of the sensor networks
would like to enforce location distinction to prevent
an unauthorized person from moving the sensors
away from the area of interest.

� Wireless networks are vulnerable to sybil attacks due
to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium [3].
Here, an adversary forges a significant amount of
fake user identities to fool a networked system. Loca-
tion distinction can tell whether or not all identities
are originated from the same location, and thus
detect such attacks.

� Active radio frequency identification (RFID) tags are
often used in warehouses for tracking inventory and
maintaining the physical security. It has been assumed
that “location distinction is critical to provide a warn-
ing and to be able to focus resources (e.g., security,
cameras, and personnel) onmoving objects” [1].

Location distinction using wireless physical layer infor-
mation has been extensively studied during the past several
years (e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]). Scientists have discov-
ered that wireless channel characteristics become uncorre-
lated every half carrier wavelength over distance (spatial
uncorrelation property) [7]. This property has been widely
explored and adopted to enforce location distinction of
wireless devices (e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]). Specifically,
changes of wireless channel characteristics have been uti-
lized to identify location changes of a wireless transmitter.

In our study, however, we discover a new attack against
all existing location distinction approaches built on the spa-
tial uncorrelation property of wireless channels. By launch-
ing such an attack, the adversary can generate any chosen
wireless channel characteristics at a target receiver to deteri-
orate the location distinction capability of the receiver.
The key idea of the discovered attack is to create a virtual
multipath channel as undetectable camouflage to make the
receiver believe a specified channel characteristic chosen by
the attacker.

To demonstrate the virtual multipath channel, we first
explain the multipath effect, which is the fundamental rea-
son for the spatial uncorrelation property. Wireless signals
normally propagate in the air through multiple paths due to
obstacle reflection, diffraction, and scattering [1]. Therefore,
for wireless signals sent from different locations, the
receiver can observe different channel characteristics from
these signals, because they experience different multipaths
and accordingly undergo different channel effects (e.g.,
power attenuation, phase shifting, and delay). To fool a
receiver, the attacker needs to create an “artificial channel”
that can exhibit a multipath propagation feature similar to
the real-world multipath.

We give an example to illustrate how the attacker can
create such a channel. Fig. 1a shows a simple real multipath
scenario, where a signal sent by the transmitter travels on
two paths, i.e., the reflection path and the direct path. At
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time t0, the receiver starts to receive the signal copy that
travels on the direct path. The reflection path is longer than
the direct path, and thus at a later time t0 þ Dt, the receivers
receives the aggregation of the signal copy from the direct
path and the one from the reflection path.

Now consider the scenario in Fig. 1b: there is only one
direct path between the attacker (i.e., a dishonest transmit-
ter) and the receiver, but the attacker wants to make the
receiver believe that two paths exist similar to the real mul-
tipath propagation shown in Fig. 1a. To this end, the
attacker sends the signal alone first. After duration Dt, she
superimposes a fresh signal copy onto the one already in
transmission. The attacker scales both the original signal
and the time-delayed copy by attenuation factors w1 and w2

to mimic the signal amplitude attenuation caused by real
paths. Consequently, the receiver observes an aggregation
of one signal plus a time-delayed copy, with each undergo-
ing a certain amplitude attenuation, and thus thinks that
they are caused by the multipath effect.

The example in Fig. 1b assumes that there exists only one
direct path between the attacker and the receiver (i.e., no
multipath effect is considered). In practice, the attacker’s
crafted multipath signal is affected by the real multipath
effect as well, and she should have a way to deal with the
impact of this real multipath. Our research reveals that the
attacker can easily achieve this goal by reverse-engineering
existing wireless channel estimation algorithms and per-
forming linear transformations on the original signal.

To defend against this attack, we propose a detection tech-
nique utilizing an auxiliary receiver (or antenna) at a differ-
ent location to identify the virtual multipath channels and
the fake channel characteristics. Specifically, the attacker
must craft its transmitting signal to make the target receiver
believe a particular channel characteristic. However, we
show that this crafted signal exhibits inconsistent channel
characteristics to the auxiliary receiver. Based on this result,
we create a defense scheme that does not require the
receivers to have any prior knowledge about the real channel
characteristics between themselves and the transmitter.

We perform real-world experimental evaluation on the
Universal Software Radio Peripherals (USRPs). Experimen-
tal results show that an attacker, by using the virtual multi-
path channel as camouflage, can fool a target to believe any
desired channel characteristic with successful probability of
95.0 percent. However, our defense can discover this attack
with probability more than 91.2 percent and the false alarm
rate can be reduced to 0 with a carefully chosen detection
threshold. The experimental results suggest the discovered
attack is a real threat to existing location distinction schemes
using the spatial uncorrelation property, and demonstrate

the success of the defense approach. Our contributions are
summarized as follows.

� We discover that multipath propagation can be
artificially made in a lab environment, and create a
technique that can successfully generate virtual mul-
tipath channels.

� Based on the virtual multipath channel, we identify a
new type of attack that can defeat all existing loca-
tion distinction algorithms using the spatial uncorre-
lated property of wireless channels.

� We create a defense technique to detect such attacks
and protect location distinction systems. We specifi-
cally explore such attacks in OFDM systems and
craft corresponding defenses according to the objec-
tive of attackers.

� We implement real-world prototypes to examine the
practical impact of the attacks and the effectiveness
of the proposed defense method.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we show how location distinction is usually
enforced and introduce the prevalent algorithms that are
used to estimate wireless channel characteristics.

2.1 Channel Impulse Response

As discussed, a wireless signal usually propagates in the
air along multiple paths due to reflection, diffraction, and
scattering. A receiver then receives multiple copies of the
signal from different paths, each of which has a different
delay due to the path it traverses. The received signal is the
sum of these time delayed copies. Each path imposes a
response (e.g., delay and attenuation) on the signal traveling
along it [1], and the superposition of all responses between
two nodes is referred to as a channel impulse response [8].
Wireless channels can be characterized by channel impulse
responses.

The multipath effects of different wireless links are dif-
ferent, and so are the channel impulse responses [1]. Due to
this reason, a channel impulse response has been utilized to
provide location distinction [1], [2]. Specifically, to deter-
mine if the transmitter has changed its location, the receiver
estimates the channel impulse response of a newly received
signal and compares it with the previous estimation result.
The location change is detected if the difference between
the newly estimated channel impulse response and the
previous one exceeds a certain threshold.

2.2 Estimating Channel Impulse Responses

Estimating channel impulse responses is a must-have func-
tion for most modern wireless systems [8], [9]. Note that the
signal propagation paths are unresolvable (i.e., each multi-
path component signal can not be extracted from the com-
posite signal) if the differences between the arrival times of
the signals traveling on these paths are much smaller than
the symbol duration, which is the transmission time of a
wireless physical-layer unit [8]. Hence, existing channel esti-
mation algorithms assume a resolvable multipath, i.e., the
arrival times of signal copies traveling on different paths
are larger than the symbol duration.

Fig. 1. Creating a virtual multipath.
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Channel impulse responses are usually estimated using
training sequences [10]. Specifically, the transmitter sends a
training sequence (i.e., a sequence of bits) over the wireless
channel, while the receiver uses the same training sequence
and the corresponding received signal samples to estimate
the channel impulse response. The training sequence can be
pre-shared [10] or reconstructed from the received signal [1].

The physical layer channel estimation can be processed
in either frequency (e.g., [1], [2]) or time domain (e.g., [10]),
which are inter-convertible due to the linear relation
between the two domains. In the following, we describe the
channel estimation method in the time domain.

Mathematical formulation. Channel impulse response esti-
mation exploits the (known) training sequence and corre-
sponding received samples. The transmitter converts the
training sequence into M physical layer symbols (i.e., com-
plex numbers that are transmission units at the physical
layer [8]). The transmitter then sends the M symbols to the
wireless channel. Let x ¼ ½x1; x2; :::; xM � denote the transmit-
ted symbols in the training sequence. Assume that there
exist at most L resolvable paths (L can be computed based
on practice wireless system configurations [8]). Thus, the
receiver can receive L copies of x, each traveling on one
path and undergoing a response caused by the correspond-
ing path. The vector y of received symbols is the convolu-

tion sum of the L copies of x. Let h ¼ ½h1; h2; :::; hL�T be the
channel impulse response, where hi is the response of the
ith path. The received symbols y can be represented by [10]

y ¼ h � xþ n; (1)

where n is the noise and � is the convolution operator. The
matrix form of Equation (1) is

y ¼

x1 0 � 0
x2 x1 � 0
� � � �
xL � � x1

� � � �
xM � � xM�Lþ1

0 xM � �
� � � �
0 0 � xM

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

h1

h2

�
�
hL

2
66664

3
77775þ n: (2)

Rewriting Equation (2) in a compact matrix form yields

y ¼ Xhþ n; (3)

where X is a ðLþM � 1Þ � L Toeplitz matrix, containing L
delayed versions of the transmitted symbols x, and y is a
vector consisting of ðLþM � 1Þ received symbols.

Estimation. Two estimators are generally used to estimate
h from Equation (3): least-square (LS) and linear minimum
mean squared error (LMMSE) [11]. LS is given by

ĥLS ¼ ðXHXÞ�1XHy, where ð�ÞH and ð�Þ�1 are the conjugate
transpose and matrix inverse operators [12]. LMMSE is

written as ĥLMMSE ¼ RhðRh þ s2
nðXXHÞ�1Þ�1ĥLS, where Rh is

the multipath channel correlation matrix (i.e., the statistical

expectation of hhH) and s2
n is the variance of the noise [13],

both assumed prior knowledge. If the correlation matrix Rh

and noise variance s2
n are both known, LMMSE is used; oth-

erwise, LS is used. We here focus on the LS estimator,

because for location distinction schemes in a realistic envi-
ronment, precise channel correlation statistics and noise
knowledge are difficult to obtain due to the time-variant
property of wireless channels and potential movements of
wireless nodes.

3 ASSUMPTIONS AND ATTACK MODEL

The location distinction system consists of a transmitter and
a receiver. Both are equipped with radio interfaces that can
transmit and receive wireless signals. The receiver aims to
verify whether or not the transmitter has changed location.
Towards this goal, the receiver estimates the channel
impulse response from a wireless signal received from the
transmitter, and then compares it with the previous estima-
tion results to generate a decision. To constantly enforce the
location distinction, the receiver periodically sends an
inquiry to the transmitter, and the transmitter responds to
the inquiry by sending wireless signals back to the receiver.

We assume that the transmitter is malicious and aims to
hide her location change or impersonate movements while
she is actually static. To achieve this objective, the transmit-
ter attempts to mislead the receiver through creating a vir-
tual multipath channel, which can fool the receiver to
estimate a fake wireless channel impulse response chosen
by the transmitter. We assume that the malicious transmit-
ter knows the training sequence used for the channel
estimation.

We assume that the channel impulse response is stable in
a short period of time (e.g., a packet duration), which is a
common assumption for designing wireless communica-
tions. We further assume that the malicious transmitter
knows the actual channel impulse response between herself
and the receiver. This can be achieved by estimating the
channel impulse response from the wireless signals (e.g.,
location distinction inquiries) emitted by the receiver.

4 VIRTUAL MULTIPATH ATTACK

In this section, we describe how to create a virtual multipath
channel to defeat location distinction algorithms. The
attacker can launch two types of attacks. In a basic attack,
the attacker can use any weights to craft a virtual multipath
signal. This will fool the receiver to obtain random, incorrect
estimates of the channel impulse response. In an advanced
attack, with the knowledge of the real channel impulse
response between herself and the receiver, the attacker is
able to compute exact weights that make the receiver esti-
mate the chosen channel impulse responses specified by the
attacker. In the following discussion, we focus on the
advanced attack due to the more misleading nature of such
attacks.

4.1 Overview of the Attack

To launch the attack, the attacker needs to know when to
add a delayed copy into the transmitting signal. According
to Equation (2), the channel estimator models each path by
delaying it for one symbol duration. Specifically, the ith
arrived signal copy arrives at time t0 þ ði� 1Þ � 1=R, where
t0 is the arrival time of the first arrived signal copy and R is
the transmission symbol rate. Thus, the attacker can
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superimpose a copy into the transmitting signal at time t00,
t00 þ 1=R; . . . ; t00 þ ðL� 1Þ � 1=R to emulate L paths, where t00
is the start time of the attacker’s first transmission. Acco-
rdingly, the time delay for a signal copy is Dt ¼ 1=R. Fig. 2
illustrates the attacker’s signal manipulation and transmis-
sion process. For the ith delayed signal copy si, she
multiplies it with a weight of wi. Hence, the attacker’s trans-

mitting signal xa can be represented as
PL

i¼1 wisi. These
weights ensure that when the transmitting signal xa propa-
gates to the receiver through the real multipath environ-
ment, it can result in the attacker’s desired channel impulse
response observed at the receiver.

As a high-level overview for obtaining these weights, let h
denote the channel impulse response between the attacker
and the receiver. The signal ya received from the attacker can
be represented as ya ¼ h � xa þ n, where xa and n are the

transmitting signal and the channel noise, respectively. The
receiver uses ya to estimate the channel impulse response,

and the estimation result is given by ðXHXÞ�1XHya, where X

is a Toeplitz matrix constructed from the training sequence.
Let ha denote the channel impulse response chosen by the
attacker. The attacker aims to make this estimation result

equal to ha, i.e., ðXHXÞ�1XHya = ha. By substituting ya ¼ h �
xa þ n and xa ¼ S

L
i¼1wisi into this equation, the attacker can

solve the weights and we show the detailed calculation pro-
cess in Section 4.2.

4.2 Obtaining the Weights

A technical challenge for the attacker is that she needs to
obtain the weights used in the virtual multipath channel to
make the receiver believe a particular channel impulse
response. In the following, we show how the attacker can
obtain such weights. When training sequence ½x1; x2; . . . ;
xM � first goes through the virtual channel with weights w1,
w2, . . ., wL, the resulting transmitting signal xa can be repre-
sented in the following matrix form:

xa ¼

x1 0 � 0
x2 x1 � 0
� � � �
xL � � x1

� � � �
xM � � xM�Lþ1

0 xM � �
� � � �
0 0 � xM

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

w1

w2

�
�
wL

2
66664

3
77775 ¼ Xw:

The length of xa is LþM � 1, and we let xa ¼
½xa1 ; xa2 ; . . . ; xaLþM�1

�. The transmitting symbols xa will go

through the real multipath channel and the corresponding
received symbols ya is (we omit the noise term for the sake

of simplicity)

ya ¼ h � xa ¼ Xah

¼

xa1 0 � 0

xa2 xa1 � 0

� � � �
xaL � � xa1

� � � �
xaMþL�1

� � xaM

0 xaMþL�1
� �

� � � �
0 0 � xaMþL�1

2
66666666666666664

3
77777777777777775

h1

h2

�
�
hL

2
6666664

3
7777775
:

The length of ya is Lþ ðLþM � 1Þ � 1 ¼ 2LþM � 2.
Assume that the receiver is not aware that the original train-
ing sequence has been manipulated by the attacker. He
thinks that the length of the training sequence is M, the
number of paths is L, and hence the number of correspond-
ing received symbols should be M þ L� 1. The receiver
then uses the first received M þ L� 1 symbols to calculate
the channel impulse response. Let y0a denote the vector

formed by these symbols and we can represent y0a as

y0a ¼ Iya ¼ IðXahÞ, where ILþM�1 is an ðLþM � 1Þ� ð2Lþ
M � 2Þ matrix whose diagonal elements are all 1’s. The
receiver estimates the channel impulse response based on

the equation y0a ¼ Xĥ. The attacker must make ĥ ¼ ha hold.

Thus, using matrix operations, we have

y0a ¼ Xĥ ¼ Xha ¼ IðXahÞ

¼

h1 0 : 0 0 : 0

h2 h1 : � 0 : 0

: � : : � : �
: : : h1 0 : 0

hL : : h2 h1 : 0

0 hL : : h2 : 0

: : : : : : :

0 0 : hL hL�1 : h1

2
66666666666664

3
77777777777775

xa1

xa2

:

:

xaM

xaMþ1

:

xaMþL�1

2
66666666666664

3
77777777777775

where H is a Toeplitz matrix of h. We can then solve xa

from the above equation, and xa ¼ ðHHHÞ�1HHy0a ¼
ðHHHÞ�1HHðXhaÞ. Note that xa ¼ Xw. Thus, we can solve
the weightsw from the above equations, and obtain

w ¼ ðXHXÞ�1XH ½ðHHHÞ�1HHðXhaÞ�:

4.3 Initial Simulation

As an initial validation, we simulate the virtual multipath
attack using the CRAWDAD data set [14], which contains
over 9,300 real channel impulse responses measured in an
indoor environment with obstacles (e.g., offices and furni-
ture) and scatters (e.g., windows and doors).

4.3.1 Simulation Process

We pick two nodes (i.e., nodes 31 and 40) from the data set as
the attacker and the receiver, and obtain the channel impulse

Fig. 2. The delay-and-sum process.
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response h between them. We randomly choose another
channel impulse response ha (i.e., the one between nodes 34
and 40) from the data set, and the attacker aims to fool the
receiver to get a channel estimation result of ha rather than h.
We generate a training sequence x of 64 bits using a pseudo-
random number generator. The attacker computes the
weights based on h, ha, and x, and then creates a virtual mul-
tipath channel by aggregating the weighted delayed copies
of the training sequence x as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the corre-
sponding received symbols y0a can be computed via

y0a ¼ IðXahÞÞ þ n, where n is the gaussian noise and we set
the signal-to-noise (SNR) 20 dB in the simulation. Finally,
the receiver estimates the corresponding channel impulse
response from the virtual channel.

4.3.2 Simulation Result

Fig. 3 plots the real channel impulse response h between the
attacker and the receiver, the chosen channel impulse
response ha that the attacker wants to emulate, and the
channel impulse response hr estimated by the receiver.
We can observe that ha is very close to hr under the virtual
multipath attack.

The CRAWDAD data set stores five measurements of the
channel impulse response for every pair of nodes. In the
simulation, for the real channel impulse response h, we ran-
domly pick one as the comparison base. The euclidean
distance between the other four real channel impulse respo-
nses and h ranges between 0.0490 and 0.2297. The euclidean
distance between the estimated channel impulse response
hr and h is 0.5782, which is out of the above range. How-
ever, the euclidean distance between hr and ha is 0.1054,
which falls into the normal range of variation of the channel
impulse responses. This means that once the attacker estab-
lishes a virtual multipath channel, the attacker can hide
her real locations since hr 6¼ h, or impersonate a node at a
different location since hr � ha.

We repeated the simulation using all data in the
CRAWDAD data set. Fig. 4 plots the empirical empirical
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the euclidean
distance dreal between the the chosen channel and the real
channel response, as well as that of the euclidean distance
dest between the chosen one and the channel impulse
response estimated under the attack. We can see that the
probability that dest is smaller than dreal is high. In particular,
95.13 percent of dest is less than 0.2295, whereas only 1:59
percent of dreal is less than this value. Thus, if the receiver
uses 0.2295 as the detection threshold to verify channel

impulse responses, the receiver will get a mis-detection rate
of 0.9513 and a false alarm rate of 0.9841 (i.e., 1 - 0.0159).

The simulation result demonstrates the theoretical
feasibility of the virtual multipath attack. In Section 7, we
reveal the practical impact of such attacks with real world
experiments.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Complexity at the Attacker

To launch virtual multipath attacks, the attacker requires to
sum all delayed signal components withweights, as shown in
Fig. 2. This delay-and-sumprocess can be easily implemented
using software (e.g., designing a delay-and-sum C++ module
in GNU radio for USRP) or hardware (e.g., using flip-flop
components to delay signals and using accumulators to sum
all signal components in FPGA). Such an architecture does
not significantly incur software or hardware complexity.

4.4.2 Message Demodulation at the Receiver

By adding delayed signals together, a virtual multipath
attacker introduces inter-symbol interference to its trans-
mission signals. We note that such signals are decodable at
the receiver. It is common for a receiver to receive signals
with inter-symbol interference due to the wireless multipath
effect. A receiver normally uses channel estimation results
to learn multipath channel conditions [8]. The estimated
channel impulse response is then used in the demodulation
process to compensate the multipath effect and convert the
self-interference signal into a meaningful message.

As long as the attacker passes the training and the infor-
mation payload through the same virtual channel as shown
in Fig. 2, the received signal at the receiver will go through
the same combined channel effect of virtual and realistic
channels. In this regard, although the receiver obtains the
estimation of a fake channel impulse response, such an esti-
mation result still represents the combined channel effect
that the data goes through. Therefore, the receiver will suc-
cessfully decode the original message using this estimation
result. The only impact of virtual multipath attacks is that
the receiver is fooled by fake channel impulse responses.

4.4.3 Impact of the Time Delay

Theoretically, the attacker can set an arbitrarily small delay
(e.g., 1 nanosecond) to create a much richer virtual multi-
path effect at the receiver. However, modern channel

Fig. 3. The channel impulse responses. Fig. 4. The empirical cumulative distribution functions of dreal and dest
using the CRAWDAD data set.
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estimation algorithms estimate only resolvable paths whose
inter-arrival durations are no less than one symbol duration,
and it has been shown that using the estimation of resolv-
able paths is sufficient to compensate the channel effect for
signal demodulation. Thus, at the receiver’s point of view,
the channel consists of multiple resolvable paths. This
means that it is sufficient to set the delay in virtual channel
generation to be one symbol duration (e.g., just generate
resolvable paths) to fool the receiver’s view on the channel.
Even if the attacker reduces the delay to generate a more
fine-grained virtual multipath channel, the receiver can still
observe the resolvable paths and the corresponding channel
impulse response. Thus, decreasing the delay can only add
implementation complexity to the attacker, but will not
cause more impact of the attack at the receiver. On the other
hand, if attacker utilize a larger delay (e.g., larger than the
symbol duration), the receiver may not observe enough
multipath effect under the virtual multipath attacks and
thus the attack impact is limited. Therefore, it is reasonable
to set the delay to be one symbol duration to balance the
attack effect and complexity.

4.4.4 Example Attack Scenarios

The example scenarios where virtual multipath attacks may
exist include: (1) movement detection: an attacker may hide
its movement by creating a static virtual channel impulse
response at the receiver, e.g., a wireless sensor can be moved
from the monitoring area but the movement is not detected;
(2) detection of sybil attacks: an attackermay bypass the detec-
tion of sybil attack by pretending identities that are originated
from different locations; (3) authentication: the attacker may
impersonate anotherwireless transmitter. This attack scenario
requires the attacker to know the channel impulse response
between the target transmitter and the receiver, and thus
imposes some limitations to the attacker. However, since the
virtual multipath channel attacks can produce any channel
estimation results at the receiver, such attacks are still a threat
to existing channel fingerprinting based authentication
schemes; (4) In addition to the attack scenarios, on the other
hand, the attacks can be further utilized to enhance the
wireless security. For example, the virtual channels can be
used to provide a rich set of shared keys between twowireless
devices, or enable anonymous communications by prote-
cting location privacy of wireless users via virtual channel
camouflage.

5 DEFENDING AGAINST THE VIRTUAL MULTIPATH

ATTACK

Virtual multipath attackers are able to make the receiver
believe any channel characteristic the attacker chooses. At
the receiver, it seems that there is no way to tell whether
the signal goes through real or virtual multipath scenario.
Hence, existing location distinction methods built upon
distinguishing locations from channel characteristics (e.g.,
[1], [2], [3], [6]) will be easily defeated by virtual multipath
attacks.

The intuition behind our defense strategy is that nobody
can craft one key to open two different doors. In other words, if a
receiver cannot tell whether there is an attack or not, maybe
a second receiver can. As a result, the proposed approach

makes use of an auxiliary receiver or antenna, which we
refer to as a helper. The helper is placed more than half a
wavelength away from the receiver to ensure a distinct
channel characteristic. We let the receiver use two different
training sequences x1 and x2 to estimate the channel
impulse response alternatively. Without loss of generality,
we assume that the receiver uses x1 to estimate the channel
from the first transmission, and uses x2 to estimate the chan-
nel from the second transmission.

We discover that for both transmissions, at the rece-
iver, the virtual channel created by a malicious transmit-
ter (i.e., the attacker) can result in the same estimated
channel impulse responses (equal to the one chosen by
the attacker). However, at the helper, the virtual channel
leads to different estimated channel impulse responses.
We summarize the defense approach in Fig. 5. The reason
that the attacker cannot fool both the receiver and the
helper is detailed next.

5.1 Defense Analysis

Let h denote the real channel impulse response between the
attacker and the receiver. For the first transmission, the
attacker must solve the weights, so that the equation
h � xa1 ¼ ha � x1 hold and the receiver will obtain ha as the
channel impulse response, where xa1 is the aggregated sig-
nal with weighted time-delayed copies of the training
sequence x1. Let hhelp denote the real channel impulse
response between the attacker and the helper. The corre-
sponding signal received by the helper can be represented

as hhelp � xa1. Thus, the channel impulse response ĥhelp1 esti-

mated by the helper can be solved from the equation that

ĥhelp1 � x1 ¼ hhelp � xa1, and we have

ĥhelp1 ¼ ðX1
HX1Þ�1X1

Hðhhelp � xa1Þ; (4)

where X1 is a Toeplitz matrix of x1.
For the second transmission, both the receiver and the

helper use the training sequence x2 to estimate the channel.
Similarly, to fool the receiver, the attacker must generate
another weights w2, so that the corresponding aggregated
signal xa2 makes the equation h � xa2 ¼ ha � x2 hold. The cor-
responding channel impulse response ĥhelp2 estimated by

the helper is

ĥhelp2 ¼ ðX2
HX2Þ�1X2

Hðhhelp � xa2Þ; (5)

where X2 is a Toeplitz matrix of x2.
Note that for both transmissions, the channel impulse

response estimated by the receiver are always the same,
because the weights are “customized” so that the receiver

Fig. 5. Defense against virtual multipath attacks.
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will obtain the attacker’s chosen channel impulse response
after the channel estimation. However, from Equations (4)
and (5), we can see that the first estimated channel impulse
response ĥhelp1 is not necessarily equal to the second esti-

mated channel impulse response ĥhelp2 , because X1 6¼ X2.

This means the attacker cannot fool the receiver and the
helper at the same time.

Thus, if the successive estimated channel impulse
responses show dramatic changes in a short time at the
helper, the helper then triggers an alert at the receiver
regarding the existence of potential virtual multipath
attacks. In practice, the helper may use a threshold to
enforce the detection. If jjĥhelp1 � ĥhelp2 jj is larger than the
threshold, then the attack is assumed. The threshold can be
selected based on the empirical studies to achieve an opti-
mized detection accuracy. In Section 7.4, we show an exam-
ple of the threshold selection. Note that in the defense
system, the helper and the receiver can switch their roles,
i.e., if the attacker attempts to fool the helper instead of the
receiver, the receiver will estimate two different channel
impulse responses and therefore detect such an attack.

5.1.1 Attackers with Helper

The attacker may also bring a second transmitter to con-
fuse the receiver. Fig. 6 shows such a scenario. We refer to
the attacker’s second transmitter as the attacker’s helper. Let
h11, h12, h21, h22 denote the channel impulse responses
between the attacker and the receiver, the attacker and the
receiver’s helper, the attacker’s helper and the receiver,
and the attacker’s helper and the receiver’s helper, respec-
tively. To successfully launch the virtual channel attacks
without being detected, the attacker must generate the
same channel impulse response at the receiver’s helper
for both transmissions. Let hhelp denote such a channel
impulse response. Further let ha denote the one that
the attacker expects to generate at the receiver for both
transmissions. The attacker needs to make the following
equation hold:

h11 � xa1 þ h21 � xh1 ¼ ha � x1
h12 � xa1 þ h22 � xh1 ¼ hhelp � x1
h11 � xa2 þ h21 � xh2 ¼ ha � x2
h12 � xa2 þ h22 � xh2 ¼ hhelp � x2;

8>>><
>>>:

(6)

where xa1, xh1, xa2, and xh2 are the actual signals to be trans-
mitted by the attacker and her helper for the first and sec-
ond transmissions. To break the proposed defense, the
attacker must solve them from Equation (6). This implies

that h11, h12, h21, h22 should be all available to the attacker.
Otherwise, the linear system lacks necessary coefficients to
generate solutions. However, the acquisition of h12 and h22

will impose difficulty for the attacker, because the receiver’s
helper can be designed passive, i.e., it receives wireless sig-
nals but doesn’t actively send out wireless signals to the
channel. Due to the close proximity, the receiver can com-
municate with its helper through the cable connection or
internal circuit. A passive helper of the receiver eliminates
the chance for the attacker to extract the channel impulse
responses based on heard wireless signals.

5.1.2 Extending to MIMO Systems

In case of a very powerful attacker, who is able to set up a
collaborator transmitter that is co-located with the receiver’s
helper (i.e., at the exact physical location of the receiver’s
helper), h12 and h22 may be obtained from the wireless sig-
nals sent by the collaborator transmitter. Nevertheless, the
defense methods can be easily extended to deal with these
attacks by increasing the number of helpers at the receiver.

To facilitate the reader’s understanding, we consider
a multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) scenario,
where the receiver and the attacker haveM and N antennas
respectively. Assume the fake channel impulse responses
that the attacker aims to generate at the receiver’s antennas
are h1;h2; :::;hM , and the real channel impulse respon-
ses between each of the attacker’s antenna and each of the
receiver’s antennas is denote as hij, where i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N
and j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M. We assume hij are all available to the
attacker due to the existence of the collaborator transmitters
placed at the same locations as the receiver’s antennas.
Let xa1i and xa2iði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NÞ denote the signals to be

transmitted by the attacker’s ith antenna for the first and
second transmissions. Similar to the previous discussion,

the attacker must solve them from
PN

i¼1 hij � xa1i ¼ hj � x1
and

PN
i¼1 hij � xa2i ¼ hj � x2 for 8j 2 f1; 2; . . . ;Mg.

If N 	 M, the attacker can find a unique solution or infi-
nite solutions of xa1i and xa2i . However, if N < M, this lin-

ear system is overdetermined, which yields no feasible
solution. This means that the attacker cannot find appropri-
ate values of transmitted signals (or weights), so that the
receiver will observe the same channel impulse responses
at all antennas for two transmissions. Therefore, if the num-
ber of the receiver’s helper nodes is greater than that of the
attacker’s helper nodes, the virtual multipath channel
attacks can be detected.

5.1.3 Defense Discussion

The receiver can normally use one passive helper, i.e., a
secret wireless tap, to detect the attacks. The exception hap-
pens when the attacker knows all channel information from
her and her helpers to the receiver’s passive helper (by plac-
ing a spy node co-located with or extremely close to the
receiver’s helper), which is in fact a very harsh requirement
for the attacker.

We point out that under this circumstance it is still feasi-
ble to detect virtual multipath attacks as long as the receiver
has more helpers than the attacker. A significant advantage
of the receiver over the attacker is that the receiver just
needs to find contradiction to detect the attack; while the

Fig. 6. The attacker also brings a second transmitter to confuse the
receiver.
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attacker has to know all channel information for signal
manipulation to make sure no contradiction is found. In
particular, when the receiver adds one more passive helper,
it actually reduces the attack situation to the normal case. In
order to beat the defense, the attacker must meet all the fol-
lowing requirements at the same time to beat the receiver:
(1) add one helper, (2) add one spy node at the exact loca-
tion of the receiver’s new helper to know the channel infor-
mation, (3) synchronize herself and all her helpers to
transmit the manipulated signal at the physical-layer sym-
bol level. Hence, the attacker has much more costs to beat
the receiver with more passive helpers.

5.2 A Case Study

We show an example of the defense approach using the real
measured channel data from the CRAWDAD data set.
We randomly pick three nodes from the data set, and they
are used as the attacker (node 14), the receiver (node 3), and
the helper (node 32), respectively. We also randomly pick
one channel impulse response (between nodes 4 and 9)
from the data set, and it is used as the fake channel impulse
response that the attacker would like to fool the receiver.
Let h, hhelp, and ha denote the channel impulse responses
between the attacker and the receiver, the attacker and the
helper, and the fake one chosen by the attacker.

We generate two 64-bit training sequences x1 and x2. For
the first and the second transmissions, we compute theweight
vectorsw1 andw2, so that the corresponding virtual channels
will result in estimated channel impulse responses that are
equal to ha at the receiver. As discussed earlier, these weight
vectors should be computed based onh, ha, x1, and x2.

Fig. 7 shows the channel estimation outcomes at the
receiver for the first and the second transmissions, respec-
tively. We can see that both estimated channel impulse
responses are consistent with each other. The euclidean dis-
tance between them is 0.1127. We also calculate the channel
estimation results at the helper. As shown in Fig. 8, these
channel estimates significantly differ from each other. The
euclidean distance between them is as high as 0.5701, which
is out of the normal range of variation of the channel impulse
responses. Thus, the virtual multipath attack is detected.

6 VIRTUAL MULTIPATH ATTACKS AND DEFENSES

IN OFDM SYSTEMS

Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) is a
popular wireless communication scheme that encodes the

digital signal using multiple sub-carrier frequencies. These
sub-carriers are normally narrow-band (e.g., 802.11 a/g
physical layer advocates an OFDM sub-carrier bandwidth
less than 0.5 MHz). Thus, OFDM systems are robust against
channel fading caused by the multipath effect. For an
OFDM system, the channel estimation is done by estimating
the channel impulse response of each sub-carrier. Due to
the lack of the multipath fading, the channel estimation
result of each sub-carrier is a complex number rather than a
vector, and the final channel estimation output of an OFDM
system is formed by these complex numbers. In this section,
we explore virtual multipath attacks and corresponding
defenses in OFDM systems.

6.1 Attacks against OFDM Systems

The virtual multipath attacks can be easily extended to
OFDM systems, because the mapping from the time-
domain to frequency-domain is linear. The delay-and-sum
process can be replaced by a much simpler procedure, in
which the attacker multiplies chosen weights to sub-car-
riers. Specifically, let ½h1; h2; :::; hn� denote the actual channel
characteristic between the attacker and the receiver, where
hi is the channel characteristic of the ith sub-carrier and n is
the number of sub-carriers. Further let ½x1; x2; . . . ; xn� denote
the training sequence encoded by the OFDM modulator,
where xi is the ith element of the encoded training
sequence. The symbol received at the ith carrier can be rep-
resented by yi ¼ hixi. To fool the receiver to obtain a fake
channel estimation result of ½ha1 ; ha2 ; :::; han �, the attacker

needs to make the equation hixai ¼ haixi hold, where xai

is the symbol to be transmitted by the attacker at the ith

sub-carrier. Thus, xai ¼ hai xi
hi

, and the weights that the

attacker needs to multiply to sub-carriers are
ha1
h1

;
ha2
h2

; . . . ;
han
hn
.

6.2 Defenses in OFDM Systems

Despite the ease for an attacker to extend virtual multipath
attacks to OFDM systems, as described above, there are no
straightforward ways to extend the previously discussed
detection approach to these systems, because the channel
estimation of an OFDM system is significantly different
from that of a traditional communication system.

Let hr
i and hh

i denote the actual channel characteristic
between the attacker and the receiver and between the
attacker and the helper, respectively. Let xi1 and xi2 denote

the ith element of the first and second training sequences.

Fig. 7. Both estimates are consistent with each other. Fig. 8. Both estimates significantly differ from each other.
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Let xai1 and xai2 denote the symbol to be transmitted by the

attacker at the ith sub-carrier in the first and second trans-

missions. Further let hr
ai

and hh
ai

denote the fake channel

estimation results that the attacker would like to generate at
the ith sub-carrier of the receiver and the helper. The condi-
tions for the attacker to launch the attack without being
detected are summarized as

hr
ixai1 ¼ hr

ai
xi1

hh
i xai1 ¼ hh

ai
xi1

hr
ixai2 ¼ hr

ai
xi2

hh
i xai2 ¼ hh

ai
xi2 :

8>>>><
>>>>:

We can see that there exists a solution for hh
ai
which is

hh
ai
¼ hr

ai
� h

h
i

hr
i

: (7)

Thus, when the attacker causes the receiver to observe the
same channel estimation results for the first and second
transmissions, the two channel estimation results at the
helper side are also the same. Therefore, the virtual multi-
path attack in OFDM systems cannot be detected by the pre-
viously proposed regular defense, which just observes the
difference of two channel estimates at the helper side for
two transmissions with different training sequences.

However, we identify alternative ways to close the loop-
hole of the regular defense and defend against virtual multi-
path attacks inOFDM systems.We first categorize two typical
objectives of attackers to confuse the location distinction:

1. Motion camouflage: The attacker is moving but she
aims to deceive the receiver about the moving activi-
ties. Towards this end, the attackermakes the receiver
believe that she is stationary by causing the estimated
channel at the receiver to appear unchanged.

2. Immobility camouflage: When the attacker is station-
ary, she wants to make the receiver believe that she
moves to a new location by changing the estimated
channel at the receiver. The typical example target-
ing this objective is the Sybil attack, in which the
attacker pretends to change her location and there-
fore identity while she indeed just changes the chan-
nel between herself and the receiver, as the receiver
will observe differing channels between transmitters
in different locations.

In practice, the two objectives may happen alternatively.
For attacks against OFDM systems, we propose a corre-
sponding defense strategy for each attack goal.

6.2.1 Motion Camouflage

To detect motion camouflage, we propose to utilize a pas-
sive helper at the receiver side and observe the difference of
the two channel estimates at this helper side.

To illustrate the defense against motion camouflage, we
use Fig. 10 as an example, where the attacker is previously
at location 1 and then moves to location 2, and she wants to
make the receiver believe that she is stationary. Let hr

Li
and

hh
Li

denote the actual channel characteristic between the

attacker and the receiver and that between the attacker and
the helper when the attacker is at location i, respectively. Let
hr
a denote the fake channel estimation results that the attacker

would like to generate at the receiver. Based on Equation (7),

we can obtain the estimated channel hh
a1

at the helper when

the attacker is at location 1 as hh
a1

¼ hr
a �

hh
L1

hr
L1

. Similarly, when

the attacker moves from location 1 to location 2, we can

obtain the estimated channel hh
a2
at the helper under the attack

as hh
a2

¼ hr
a �

hh
L2

hr
L2

. Note that though the attacker is actually at

the new location (i.e., location 2), the channel estimation result
that the attacker would like to generate at the receiver is still
hr
a so that the receiver believes that the attacker is stationary

(i.e., remaining at location 1).
In the normal case when no virtual multipath attack

occurs, when the estimated channel at the receiver is
unchanged (i.e., the receiver is actually stationary), the esti-
mated channel at the receiver’s helper should maintain the
same for both channel estimations, i.e., hh

a1
¼ hh

a2
should

hold. However, from their calculation formulas above, we

can see that hh
a1

¼ hh
a2

does not necessarily hold since the

actual channels hh
L1

and hh
L2

are unknown to the attacker

when the receiver’s helper is passive, except when the fol-
lowing equation holds

hr
L1

hh
L1

¼ hr
L2

hh
L2

: (8)

However, Equation (8) rarely holds in practice as the real
channel impulse response is uncontrollable and unpredict-
able. A real world experiment is presented to demonstrate
this in Section 6.2.2.

Therefore, when the receiver realizes that its two succes-
sive estimated channels are the same, it should discern one
of two possible reasons: either the attacker’s location is not
changed, or the attacker wants to achieve motion camou-
flage. Meanwhile, if a difference between the two channel
estimates can be observed at the receiver’s helper side, the
virtual multipath attack aiming to achieve motion camouf-
age is discovered.

Fig. 10. Motion camouflage.

Fig. 9. Floorplan of the building where the experiment is conducted.
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6.2.2 Immobility Camouflage

For this case, since the attacker changes the channel estima-
tion result generated at the receiver, based on Equation (7),
the estimated channel at the receiver’s helper changes corre-
spondingly. Thus, merely observing the difference of two
channel estimates at the receiver’s helper side is not feasible
to distinguish immobility camouflage. Instead, we still pro-
pose to use a passive helper at the receiver side but observe
the ratio between the estimated channels at the receiver and
at the receiver’s helper to identify immobility camouflage.

Similar to the discussion of motion camouflage, we illus-
trate the defense against immobility camouflage using
Fig. 11, where the attacker is stationary while she aims to
make the receiver believe that she moves. Suppose that the
attacker is stationary at location 1. Let hr

a and hh
a denote the

estimated channel at the receiver and that at the receiver’s
helper respectively when the attacker launches the attack.
Then, the attacker manipulates the transmitted symbol xa1

so that the following equation holds

xa1h
r
L1

¼ xhr
a

xa1h
h
L1

¼ xhh
a;

(
(9)

where x is the training symbol for channel estimation. Based

on Equation (9), we have hr
a=h

h
a ¼ hr

L1
=hh

L1
. Similarly, if the

attacker actually moves to a new location (e.g., location 2),

the estimated channel estimates hr
a and hh

a should satisfy the

equation hr
a=h

h
a ¼ hr

L2
=hh

L2
. Thus, tomake the receiver believe

that she is at location 2 while she is actually at location 1, the
attacker needs to make Equation (8) hold. Otherwise, the
receiver can utilize the ratio of the estimated channel at the
receiver to that at the receiver’s helper to detect the immobil-
ity camouflage, as the ratio remains the same when the
attacker is stationary (i.e., normal case) and changes when
the attacker moves (i.e., immobility camouflage case). We
now explore how this ratio differs in the normal case and an
attack case through a real world experiment.

We collect channel data at the receiver and its helper, and
then calculate the ratios hr

ai
=hh

ai
of the estimated channel at

the receiver to that at the corresponding receiver’s helper.
In the normal case, we put the attacker at two different loca-
tions (e.g., location 1 and 2) without launching attacks.
Therefore, the estimated channel should be the real channel,
i.e., hr

a1
¼ hr

L1
, and hr

a2
¼ hr

L2
. If an attack based on immobility

camouflage occurs, the attacker aims to make the receiver
believe that she is at two different locations. We introduce a
new metric, called ratio proximity and denoted with h, to
demonstrate how close the two ratios are. In order to make h
range between 0 and 1, we divide the minimum valued ratio
by themaximumvalued ratio. Mathematically, we have

h ¼ minðhr
a1
=hh

a1
; hr

a2
=hh

a2
Þ

maxðhr
a1
=hh

a1
; hr

a2
=hh

a2
Þ : (10)

Thus, when h is close to 1, it indicates that the two ratios
are close.

We obtain two ratio proximity values hnormal and hattack in
the normal and attack cases, respectively. Fig. 12 shows the
empirical CDFs P ðhnormal < xÞ and P ðhattack < xÞ. We can
see that hnormal varies from 0.14 to 1, and is less than 0.95 with
the probability of 0.90, while hattack is greater than 0.95 with
the probability of 0.98. This means, in the normal case, the
ratio proximitymost likely deviates from 1, and consequently,
Equation (8) rarely holds in practice. On the other hand, under
immobility camouflage, ratio proximity is always near 1, and
thus we can use this metric to successfully distinguish immo-
bility camouflage.

Therefore, when the receiver finds that its two successive
estimated channels are not the same, it should be aware that
either it suffers from immobility camouflage or the attacker
indeed changes her location. Furthermore, if the receiver
realizes that the two corresponding values of the ratio hr

a=h
h
a

of the estimated channel at the receiver to that at the
receiver’s helper are the same, the attack is detected and
the possibility that the attacker changes her location is
excluded.

7 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We build a prototype channel measurement system to
demonstrate the impact of the identified attack and the
effectiveness of the proposed defense. Our prototype is
implemented on top of USRPs [15]. The software toolkit is
GNURadio [16].

7.1 Evaluation Setup

We perform the experiment in a campus building with
small offices, wooden doors, windows, metal and wooden
furniture, and computers. Our prototype system consists of
a malicious transmitter and a receiver. Each node is a USRP
connected to a commodity PC, and each USRP uses a
XCVR2400 daughter boards operating in the 2.4 GHz range
as transceivers. The receiver estimates the channel impulse
responses from received signals, and verifies whether or not
there is a location change by comparing a newly estimated
channel impulse response with an old one. The transmitter
runs the attacker program, which computes the weight
vector to form the virtual channel, passes the original signal

Fig. 11. Immobility camouflage.

Fig. 12. The empirical CDFs of hnormal and hattack.
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through the virtual channel, and then feeds the virtual chan-
nel output to the real wireless channel. Note that the maxi-
mum number of resolvable multipaths L is usually
configured to an empirical constant value depending on
wireless system setups [8]. In this experiment, we set L ¼ 5
for our proof-of-concept implementation.

Fig. 9 shows the positions of the receiver and the trans-
mitter. We place the transmitter at 10 different locations to
launch the attack, and the receiver periodically estimates
the channel impulse responses.

7.2 Example Attacks

We examine three example attacks: (1) injecting a randomly
chosen channel impulse response into the receiver, (2)
reproducing a same channel impulse response in the
CRAWDAD data set; and (3) mimicking another location
while hiding the true location. For all three attacks, we place
the transmitter at location 2 shown in Fig. 9.

7.2.1 Generating a Random Channel Response

First we show an attack with intent to generate a random
channel impulse response. Fig. 13 plots the real channel
impulse response between the transmitter and the receiver,
the channel impulse response chosen by the attacker, and
the estimated channel impulse response at the receiver. The
y-axis and the x-axis indicate the power gain and the rele-
vant path respectively. We can see that the chosen channel
impulse response and the estimated one are very similar to
each other, but both of them significantly deviate from the
real channel. The euclidean distance between the chosen
channel and the real channel is 0.3025, whereas that
between the chosen channel and the estimated channel is as
small as 0.0686.

7.2.2 Replicating a Same Channel Response

in a Different Building

In the second example, an attacker aims to generate a chan-
nel impulse response in our office building such that the
generated channel impulse response is exactly the same as
one in the CRAWDAD data set, which was collected in an
office building in the University of Utah. We note our USRP
system is different from the CRAWDAD measurement sys-
tem, Sigtek model ST-515, which has a much higher band-
width (40 MHz) than the USRP (10 MHz). Therefore, the
CRAWDAD measurement system can observe richer

multipaths. Nevertheless, even with a relatively low-end
USRP, we can still duplicate the resolvable paths in a chan-
nel impulse response measured in the CRAWDAD data set.

Specifically, we select one channel impulse response
(between nodes 14 and 43) from the CRAWDAD data set
and we plot it as “CRAWDAD channel” in Fig. 14. We can
see that this channel impulse response carries three peaks
and thus exhibits three resolvable multipaths. We launch
the virtual multipath attack to make a replica of the same
three resolvable multipaths observed at the receiver in our
experiment, which is shown as “Crafted channel” in Fig. 14.
The attack’s crafted channel impulse response of the resolv-
able multipaths closely matches the CRAWDAD channel
response and their euclidean distance is as small as 0.0036.

7.2.3 Actual Location Mimicking

In the third example, the attacker performs actual location
mimicking, mimicking location 1 from location 2 shown in
Fig. 9. The attacker first records the real channel impulse
response between herself and the receiver when she is at
location 1, and then mimics this obtained channel impulse
response when it moves to location 2. Fig. 15 plots the real
channel impulse responses between the transmitter and the
receiver when the transmitter is at location 1 and 2 respec-
tively, as well as the estimated channel impulse response at
the receiver when the attacker performs the attack.

We can see that in normal situation, the real channels
between the attack and the receiver when the attacker is at
location 1 and location 2 are quite different, and the euclid-
ean distance between them is 0.5290. However, when the
attacker launches the virtual multipath attack at location 2,

Fig. 13. The euclidean distance of the real and estimated channels. Fig. 14. A replica of the CRAWDAD channel impulse response.

Fig. 15. Real location mimicking.
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the estimated channel at the receiver is quite close to the real
channel between the attacker and the receiver when the
attacker is at location 1, and the euclidean distance between
the two channels turns to as small as 0.0964. Therefore, the
attacker is able to effectively make the receiver believe that
she is at location 1 while she is actually at location 2.

7.3 Overall Attack Impact

To examine the overall attack impact, we perform the fol-
lowing experiment. For each location in Fig. 9, we estimate
the channel impulse responses during a short time window
(around 10 – 30 seconds). For each estimates, we perform
100 trials, and in each trial we randomly generate a length-5
vector whose elements range between 0 and 1. This vector
is used as the attacker’s chosen channel impulse response.
We then launch the virtual multipath attack and record the
euclidean distance dreal between the chosen channel impulse
response and the pervious channel impulse response esti-
mated in the absence of the attacks (i.e., the real channel
response), and also record the euclidean distance dest
between the chosen one and the channel impulse response
estimated under the attacks. We repeat the same experiment
for the other nine locations.

Ideally, a successful attacker should have a large value of
dreal (indicating that the attacker’s chosen channel signifi-
cantly differs from the real channel) and a small value of dest
(indicating that the attacker’s chosen channel is close to the
receiver’s estimated channel).

Denoted by P ðdreal < xÞ and P ðdest < xÞ the empirical
CDFs of dreal and dest, respectively. Fig. 16 shows
P ðdreal < xÞ and P ðdest < xÞ for 0 
 x 
 1:5. We can see
that dest is less than 0.25 with probability 95.0 percent, dreal is
larger than 0.9 with probability 95.0 percent. This means
that dreal is much larger than dest with high probability,
therefore the attacker can drag the estimated value of chan-
nel impulse response far away from its true value, and
make it very close to her specified one.

Existing schemes in general compare the difference
between the receiver’s current estimated channel and previ-
ous reference channel with a threshold to check a location
change [1], [2]. Since our attacker can inject any random chan-
nel impulse response into the receiver with a very high accu-
racy, the performance of existing location distinction schemes
can be significantly degraded by the virtual multipath attack.
For example, given a threshold set less than 0.5 for location
change detection in our system, when the attack is launched,

the receiver will think that the transmitter moves because all
the differences between the estimated channel in the presence
of the attack and the reference channel (attack-free channel)
exceed the threshold of 0.5. However, the estimated channel
and the real channel are actually measured at the same loca-
tion, and thus the location distinction false alarm rate is raised
to 100 percent under the virtualmultipath attack.

Similarly, the virtual multipath attack can also easily
defeat any method verifying that nodes are from different
locations based on examining the difference of their channel
impulse responses (e.g., [3], [6]).

7.4 Evaluation of the Defense Method

We first show the practical feasibility of our defense
method, then evaluate the performance.

7.4.1 Feasibility Evaluation

The defense approach functions based on a critical observa-
tion that the attacker cannot fool both the receiver and the
helper at the same time. Thus, in our feasibility evaluation,
we would like to examine how the channel estimation
results of the receiver and the helper differ from each other,
so that such an inconsistency can reveal the existence of the
virtual multipath attack. Towards this goal, we perform the
following experiment.

We place the attacker and the helper at each pair of the 10
locations, and we have 10� 9 ¼ 90 pairs of locations in
total. Throughout the experiment, the receiver maintains its
original position as marked in Fig. 9. The attacker launches
the virtual multipath attack, and both the receiver and the
helper continuously do the channel estimation. Two 16-bit
training sequences x1 (0xacdd) and x2 (0xa4e2) are alterna-
tively used for estimating the channel impulse responses.

The helper and the receiver estimate the channel impulse
responses from two successive transmissions, then calculate
the euclidean distance between both estimates. Let dhelper
and drec denote the distances computed by the helper and
the receiver, respectively. As analyzed in Section 5.1, dhelper
should be much larger than drec.

Figs. 17 and 18 show the channel impulse responses esti-
mated using x1 and x2 at the receiver and the helper, when
the attacker and the helper are placed at locations 2 and 8,
respectively. We can see that the virtual multipath attack
leads to a much larger distance at the helper than the
receiver, i.e., dhelper � drec. Specifically, drec ¼ 0:0093 and
dhelper ¼ 0:1199.

Fig. 16. The empirical CDFs of dreal and dest. Fig. 17. The channel impulse responses estimated at the receiver.
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7.4.2 Performance Evaluation

As mentioned earlier, the helper may use a threshold to
enforce the detection. If dhelper is larger than the threshold,
then the attack is assumed. In general, detection and false
positive rate are two performance metrics associated with a
detection method. The detection rate is the probability that
dhelper is larger than the threshold when there is indeed an
attack. The false positive rate is the probability that dhelper is
larger than the threshold when there is no attack.

In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of
the proposed defense approach in terms of detection and
false positive rates. We have 90 pairs of locations to place
the attacker and the helper. From each pair of the locations,
we can obtain the corresponding distances dhelper and drec.

We show the empirical CDFs P ðdhelper < xÞ and
P ðdrec < xÞ in Fig. 19. We can see that in all experiments, drec
is always less than 0.0151 (i.e., P ðdrec < 0:0151Þ=1), whereas
dhelper is always greater than 0.0156. This means that if the
helper uses 0.0151 as the detection threshold, the defense sys-
tem can achieve a detection rate of 1 as well as a false positive
rate of 0. In general, any threshold ranging between 0.0151
and 0.0156 can lead to the detection of all attacks, and mean-
while maintain the usability of the receiver.

The helper may select imperfect thresholds that do not
fall in this range. However, it is still possible to achieve a
high detection accuracy. For example, if the threshold is set
to 0.02, the detection rate is as high as 91.2 percent, the false
positive rate is still 0, which are obtained from Fig. 19.

8 RELATED WORK

Existing location distinction approaches have been focused
on exploiting the spatial uncorrelation property of wireless
channels (e.g., [1], [2], [3], [5], [6]). These approaches dem-
onstrated their success in various wireless scenarios, espe-
cially for the high-frequency systems (e.g., Wi-Fi networks)
that feature a very short electromagnetic wavelength. How-
ever, two recent studies identified a vulnerability of these
approaches [7], [17], and discovered that the wireless spatial
uncorrelation property may be violated in a poor multipath
environment (e.g., strong line-of-sight path). The work in
[4], [18] made a further attempt to attack location distinction
systems using channel impulse responses. The authors
found that a third-party attacker may impersonate Alice to
Bob by mimicking the channel impulse response of the
wireless link between them, and the authors named such

attacks as mimicry attacks. Although both mimicry attacks
and the virtual multipath attacks are against the security
measures based on the wireless channel characteristics, they
differ from each other in the following aspects:

First, a pre-condition to launch mimicry attacks is the
knowledge of the real channel impulse response between
Alice and Bob (thus they assume the existence of a spy
node). However, a virtual multipath attacker can still
launch attacks without this knowledge. Moreover, if the
attacker knows the real channel impulse response, she
can make the receiver believe a specific channel impulse
response. Therefore, virtual multipath attacks have a
broader attack impact and less prerequisites. In addition,
we extend the virtual multipath attacks and the defense to
MIMO and OFDM systems. It should be possible to extend
mimicry attacks to these systems as well, because the
attacker can directly manipulate the training signals for
OFDM and MIMO systems with the knowledge of all chan-
nel information. However, mimicry attacks require to place
a spy node close to the receiver. Thus, it becomes much
more difficult to launch mimicry attacks when the receiver
is equipped with a MIMO system, because the attacker has
to place one spy node for each antenna to know the channel.

Second, both attacks differ in technical design methodol-
ogy. The essential way ofmimicry attacks is tomanipulate the
training signal such that the receiver believes an imperson-
ated channel impulse response. Such a manipulation at the
training signal level fools the receiver to accept an incorrect
channel estimate, but the data payload after the training sig-
nal still goes through the real channel. As a result, the receiver
will use an incorrect channel estimate to compensate the real
channel effect, leading to incorrect packet decoding. In con-
trast, the virtual multipath attack uses a delay-and-sum pro-
cess (with chosen weights) to create a virtual channel and
pass all the data (e.g., training sequence and data payload) to
be transmitted through this virtual channel. The receiver then
not only gets a faked channel impulse response, but also uses
it to successfully decode the entire data payload. Hence, the
design methodology of virtual channel attacks ensures more
stealthiness and consistency to fool the receiver.

Third, the proposed defense against the virtual multipath
attack does not require any shared key between the trans-
mitter and the receiver, whereas the defense proposed in [4]
requires that the communicators to share a key. Such a
requirement indicates that a key distribution and manage-
ment system should be deployed prior to the enforcement

Fig. 18. The channel impulse responses estimated at the helper. Fig. 19. The empirical CDFs of dhelper and drec.
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of the defense, reducing the scalability and feasibility of the
relevant approach.

Finally, because of the simplicity of the delay-and-sum
process, as discussed earlier, the virtual multipath attacks
can be interestingly extended to enhance the wireless secu-
rity. For example, researchers have proposed to establish a
key between two wireless devices using the channel impulse
responses between them. Such a key is totally determined by
the wireless physical layer feature and cannot be easily
manipulated by the users. The idea of virtual channel attacks
can be utilized here to enable the transmitter to control and
update the shared key periodically and provide a rich set of
shared keys among wireless users. Such attacks can also
enable anonymous communications by protecting location
privacy of wireless users via virtual channel camouflage.

Another recent work that is closely relevant with the pro-
posed defense approach is SecureArray [19]. This work uti-
lizes the physical angle-of-arrive (AOA) of a multi-antenna
access point to enforce user authentication. Our proposed
defense technique uses channel impulse responses observed
by multiple antennas to protect location distinction systems.
However, our defense targets attacks against location dis-
tinction systems built on the spatial uncorrelation property
of wireless channels, whereas SecureArray is designed to
combat spoofing attacks that attempt to impersonate legiti-
mate Wi-Fi clients. Both approaches apply to different
application domains.

We point out that the virtual multipath attack discovered
in this paper doesn’t target traditional localization systems
using AOA, TOA, RSS, etc. Thus, complementary analysis
and measures are necessary to protect these systems.
Besides, in our future work, we will consider extending
existing location distinction algorithms so that they can be
adaptive to a more dynamic environment.

9 CONCLUSION

We identified a new attack against existing location distinc-
tion approaches built on the spatial uncorrelation property
of wireless channels. By launching such attacks, the attacker
can create virtual multipath channels to deteriorate the loca-
tion distinction capability of a target receiver. To defend
against this attack, we proposed a detection technique that
utilizes a helper receiver to identify the existence of virtual
channels. We also explored virtual multipath attacks and
corresponding defenses in OFDM systems. We performed
real-world evaluation on the USRP platform running
GNURadio. The experimental results demonstrated both
the feasibility of the virtual multipath attack and the effec-
tiveness of the defense approach.
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